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This document
This is designed to highlight the key ideas behind CVs, as a guide for those supporting anyone trying to write a CV with very 
limited work history - this could be someone still at school or college looking to break into work - 1st job, internship, work 
placement etc. or someone who has had long career breaks or periods of unemployment for whatever reason.

Why have a CV?
• a CV is only designed to get someone noticed and onto the next stage in the selection process - usually an interview
• it is not a life story; it should aim to highlight the relevant things the recruiter is looking for in a way that gets them interested 

in them - in writing the CV, aim is to awaken the curiosity of the reader, both in content & style - tailoring the CV to their 
audience.

• most recruiters will admit that by half way down the first page they are either fully engaged or ready to bin a CV; this means 
the opening sections must have impact; anything left to page 2 is only likely to be read if the recruiter already likes them.

The “standard CV” is probably not right
The so called “standard CV” centres round an introduction to who they are followed by a list of the jobs they have done, most 
recent first, demonstrating how what they’ve done in those roles perfectly puts them on the short list for the advertised new 
position. This type of “standard CV” is the one for someone who is on a career track with a strong continuous work history. 

For anyone with little or no work history, such as a young person just leaving school or college or someone with long periods 
out of work, they do not have that sort of track record. This means the recommended approach for them (like most of the job 
club members) is to avoid this more formal CV style and go for the following:
Contact details
• contact address, email and mobile phone
Personal profile
• these are the headlines about who they are, demonstrating as far as possible, how they fulfill the key requirements of the job
Key strengths and skills
• this will summarise everything relevant and interesting to the recruiter that they bring to the role, drawing in the strengths, 

skills, knowledge and experience from their life up to now - whatever jobs they have done, their education, their wider 
activities, project work, special assignments at school/college etc. that are applicable to the role.

Education and work history/ volunteering/ extra curricular experience
• if they have significant work history, that goes next
• if their work history is not significant, then there are no unbreakable rules on what goes next at this point - it’s all about 

whatever will be most impactful.
Wider interests
• this will highlight their depth as a person, and will be of varying importance, depending upon the job and their interests

Preparation for writing their CV
There are two things they must know first before they start writing the CV wording:
Question 1 - what they are using the CV to apply for - questions like - what is the role, the level, the organisation etc.?
Question 2 - who they are - their strengths, skills, knowledge and experience in whatever they’ve done up to now - what unique 
personal qualities they bring to the role.

Question 1. What are they applying for?
Their application

• what’s the role? the job? the position? the course? - whatever - write it down
• what level is it? - is it work experience? an apprenticeship? an internship? a voluntary position? 1st job? 
• is it “a fill in”? is it using their skills & knowledge? is it a learning opportunity? a part-time job? a holiday job?

What sort of person do they want?
• what are the personal qualities  that the employer will want them to show in their CV? - the strengths, skills, 

knowledge & experience - research in the job advert, on relevant websites, by asking people - whatever - it’s 
important not to apply blind.

Question 2 - Who are they? - their strengths, skills, knowledge and experience
This is all about knowing who they are, building a picture of themselves, before they write their CV.
• doing this is covered in the separate document called “It’s all about transferable skills and experience”
• work through that and then they’re ready to build their CV.
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Personal profile
Why a personal profile?
• apart from their name and contact details, the personal profile is designed to be the first thing the recruiter reads.
• the personal profile therefore is there to show the recruiter at the start of the CV that they have the key personal qualities 

that they, the employer, want - as set out in their specification for the role/ job -
• it is designed to be headlines, not an essay - a short description of who they are; it is likely to be a mix of character/ values 

words & key strengths & skills, backed up with relevant experience (if they have any) & any achievements that back this up.
• by knowing what the employer wants, they can choose appropriate words that will make the most impact
• It is designed to be short - usually between 50 and 100 words, maximum 5 lines

An example
This is a possible personal profile for someone doing A levels, applying for a work placement in some form of caring role.

• I am a confident, caring, community-minded A level student, on track to achieving good grades in biology, psychology 
and English, aiming for a career in nursing; I have 2 years hands on experience as part of a community initiative visiting 
and supporting old people who live alone, and I volunteer one day a week helping young children in a local care home 
improve their reading; I am looking to do a work placement in a care based role, where I can apply and develop these 
skills and this experience.”

Getting the right adjectives
• a personal profile aims to summarise who they are in key words - we call them character words and action words 

Character words
• these tend to be words that imply “values”; these are likely to be words that they are known for being
• in the above example, the person has chosen to highlight “confident”. “caring”, community-minded”
• if we are aiming for the career we want, these words are likely to match the types of words the recruiter will be hoping 

to see - in this case, “confident, caring and community-minded” would be valued in the caring professions

Action words
• these are words that describe the things they like doing and want to do in the role they’re applying for
• in the above example, the person has chosen to highlight “visiting”. “supporting”, helping”, “improving”
• again, these would be appropriate words for a caring role.

Using the character and action word lists
There are two supplied character and action word lists. The person can follow the instructions on those sheets to create their 
top 10 words in each category, ready to use in both the personal profile and the key strengths and skills section.

Using the right grammar
Personal profiles are written either in: 
• the 1st person like the example above, or
• the 3rd person, which would avoid the word “I”, and instead start as “a confident, caring, community-minded A level 

student, etc.”
Which to use? There are helpful guidelines, for example:
• more informal organisations and types of employer tend towards 1st person eg. creative, design, software type roles
• more formal organisations and types of employer have in the past tended towards the 3rd person eg. finance, insurance
But there are no definitive right answers as to which a person should use - they do whatever they are more comfortable with.

Getting the right identity
• aim to include an identity type statement based on the role - eg. A level student, student designer, young scientist, trainee 

mechanical engineer, 3rd year history undergraduate, carer, and if preferred, simply “individual”
• the person in my example has chosen the word “individual” - they could easily have used “A level student”, but they decided 

that “confident, caring, community-minded” fitted better alongside “individual” than “A level student”.
• for something like a work experience role, other examples might be:

• “a versatile, enthusiastic and methodical A level student currently on track to 3 A grades in science and maths”
• “a creative, and highly organised student designer, working towards a foundation year in Graphic Design” 
• “a focused and successful A level student and sports person, with a strong interest in psychology and sports science 

Making maximum impact in 4-5 lines
• the personal profile is all about impact, demonstrating upfront how well they meet the recruiter’s key requirements
• a crucial part of this, will be relevant and personal experience doing the type of things the future role would involve; 
• if they have significant relevant experience, include a statement with the number of years they have been doing things the 

recruiter will be interested in - remember no numbers is often assumed to mean “they’ve done it, but not for long”
• hence in this case, the person wrote:
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• “I have 2 years hands on experience as part of a community initiative visiting and supporting old people who live alone, 
and I volunteer one day a week helping young children in a local care home improve their reading”

• this is all about using the information they got doing the transferable skills sheet; other examples might be something like:
• “with over 3 years’ experience working in a local design agency in school holidays”
• “with over 5 years experience swimming training at a high level and coaching younger team members”
• “with over 10 years caring for a disabled child, including working closely with charities and support services”
• “with a passion since I was very young for taking things apart & mending broken bikes, toys, electrical devices - anything 

that won’t move” (take care with the word “passion” - my sense is that this is one of the times it works)

Adding any other relevant and potentially attractive information
• it is essential to keep the profile to a maximum of about 5 lines
• if there is room, they might have identified specific things in the job advert that they can deliver - eg. if it involves working 

with people and dealing with their complaints, they might write
• “ and in my role in a restaurant, I’m very customer focused, used to dealing face to face with disappointed people, 

listening to them, showing empathy, and enjoying helping them get their issue resolved”.

Pointing to where they’re trying to get
Particularly for a young person’s CV, the personal profile would usually have something about where they are aiming to go for 
the future. The above example puts this in 2 ways:

• “aiming for a career in nursing
• “I am looking to do a work placement in a care based role, where I can apply & develop these skills & this experience.”

Key strengths and skills
Why key strengths and skills?
• having read the personal profile, the key strengths and skills section is designed to be the next part the recruiter reads.
• the personal profile has provided the headlines; the key strengths and skills section provides a more specific and more 

detailed demonstration of how their skills, experience and personal qualities match the job advert. 

Step by step ideas
• if they’ve completed the “It’s all about transferable skills and experience” document, and the character and action word 

sheets, they will have a clearer idea of:
• their strengths and skills, and
• the requirements of the role

• the mistake too many make at this stage is simply to write a random 10 or 12 bullet point list
• the aim in creating an impactful key strengths section is to find 3-4 summary headings, and then hang under them 2-3 

relevant bullet points putting substance to the heading that will interest the reader
• back to the same example as before:

Choosing headings
Let’s imagine the same person with their application for work experience in a caring role.
The personal profile talked of “experience as part of a community initiative visiting and supporting old people who live alone, 
and I volunteer one day a week helping young children in a local care home improve their reading”
If they google the type of longer term caring/ nursing role, there will be specifc requirements that will help in writing the 
wording; the following was in a job advert for a care manager, wanting someone who:

• “exceedingly enthusiastic about community care”
• “a great communicator who can lead a team to deliver the highest standards of care”
• “an individual who has an excellent understanding of care needs and can create care plans...”

I’ve underlined above what could become headings in the strengths and skills section.

The example wording
So putting all of this together for someone looking for a work placement or job in this type of area, merging their qualities with 
these types of requirements might create the following headings and supporting bullet points:
Ability to connect and communicate with a wide range of people

• strong listening and empathy skills developed supporting old people in their homes
• used to sitting with young children with learning difficulties, engaging with them and helping them become more 

confident in their reading
Highly organised, dedicated and determined

• used to planning ahead, setting myself targets,  and organising my time to achieve them, particularly in balancing my 
time between studying and volunteering

• over 2 years of regular volunteering in two different roles, whilst successfully maintaining a high standard in my studies
Balancing academic with people/ community
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• strong academic record, both in formal studies and in reading and researching into ways to increase the effectiveness of 
my volunteering especially with the children with learning disabilities

• strong sense of community, getting involved in local issues, including assisting the old people with using the internet
Notice in the above:
• the headings use the sort of words that appear in the job information, 
• but, with the bullet points, it personalises them, to turn them from potentially “meaningless things everyone says” into 

something that should score strongly in the mind of the reader
• and importantly, they create something which the person will be able to talk more about at an interview

How to write the “key strengths and skills”
• write down a list of the crucial qualities the recruiter wants
• write down a list of the crucial qualities the person can deliver
• the aim is that if they are applying for things that are right for them, there will be enough overlap for them to create 3 or 4 

simple headings like the ones above
• then underneath each heading, hang bullet points that personalise the headings with real and interesting information that 

the recruiter will start saying “yes - this might be the person we want”...

Example headings other people have used
1. For a role in gardening/ landscaping/ horticulture
Here it is assumed the person has perhaps done volunteering in areas like community garden clearing/ tidying, and holiday 
jobs assisting landscape gardeners/ tree surgeons etc.
• Good relevant practical skills, knowledge and experience: then provide bullet list
• Experience using relevant machinery including: then provide bullet list
• My work approach, with strengths in: then provide examples
These are the general headings and the person would then put specific things they’ve done as bullets
2. For a role involving computer support
Here it is assumed the person has a long term interest in computers and their use, and has helped out family and friends over 
the years building and fixing computers, along with helping their local community centre use their video and sound systems
• With technology - good range of self taught skills and experience in the following: then provide bullet list
• With people - good face to face communication and relationship skills including: then provide bullet list
• Analytical and problem solving approach, including: then provide bullet list
Again these are possible general headings, with the aim that person now brings them to life with bullet points under each to 
show what they’ve done.
For example, under the technology heading  - this would include things like computers built, systems learned and supported, 
games played, videos created and uploaded (including viewing figures if significant), especially where these are for other 
people/ organisations.

The rest of the CV
The sections still outstanding in a typical CV are:
• Work history, including internships and volunteering
• Education and training
• Wider interests

Work history, including volunteering
• For some, this will be blank. If they’ve done no work and no volunteering, then there is nothing that can be included. Do 

reflect back to ensure they have no forgotten areas like baby sitting, cat sitting, community projects, assisting at events etc..
• For those with work history, simply include employer, dates and whatever they did and achieved; in writing it, focus the 

wording in ways that make it as relevant as possible to what the employer wants, with any relevant achievements,

Education and training
This will include what they’ve studied & achieved up to now, with grades or if still studying with any teachers’ estimated grades; 
again, include any detail which is relevant to the job, eg. relevant learning content, specific project work completed.

Wider interests
Remember  the employer wants the right person for the job, but this also includes the right person for the team they would fit 
into; so the picture they create of this “wider them” maybe a crucial final step in them selecting them.
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Final CV thoughts
The last thing they do before their CV is complete is read it through with a different hat on.
• imagine they are the recruiter - they’ve just got this CV on email and they’re going to see if they want to interview the person
• as the recruiter, they should now read the CV - as they read, they should listen for the type of person they start imagining this 

CV is describing...
• What words pop out of their head?

• awesome?
• pompous?
• too good to be true?
• perfect for the role?
• worth an interview?
• I don’t think I could work with someone like this

If they’re happy with the sort of picture that they start visualising from the CV, then probably the CV is ready. If not, go back and 
amend until they are happy.
• if in doubt, ask someone to read it and see what their first impressions are.

Final final thought
• no CV is perfect, no CV is complete - aim for “good enough” and expect to keep returning to it to keep updating and 

improving it, as they get feedback.
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